


















Resolution 2020-11 
Exhibit A 

Memorandum 

To: Port Commission 

From:  Tim Arntzen, CEO 

Date: 7/14/2020 

Re: Rural County Capital Fund/Opportunity Zone Analysis 

The commission has directed that I take a 360 degree view of the present and near future status of the RCCF. 
The commission also asked that I discuss application of Opportunity Zone (O-Zone) strategies with respect 
to the Vista Hangars.  For the RCCF portion of this analysis, I will include an analysis of current funding 
and current project(s) identified for funding; together with future funding and future project possibilities. 
For the O-Zone portion of this memo, I have provided a few bullet points drafted by the port CFO and a 
detailed financial analysis in memo format produced by the local CPA firm of Blodgett, Mickelsen and 
Adamson related to the O-Zone opportunities.  I also have provided a memo produced by White Bluffs 
Consulting which details jurisdictional partners’ views related to potential future RCCF projects which 
could be undertaken by the port. 

I also would like to point out that this analysis only includes the “Port” portion of RCCF funds.  This 
shouldn’t be confused with funds from development partners.  As an example, the City of Kennewick has 
committed $1,000,000 of the “City’s” RCCF balance to the shoreline project. 

I. RCCF ANALYSIS

Currently Available RCCF Funding: 
The following spreadsheet prepared by the port CFO showcases the funding currently available to the port 
via the RCCF account. 

RCCF Balances as of 5/31/20 $ 

Fund Balance  $        1,969,432 

Less: Willows Infrastructure  $         (500,000) 

Unencumbered Fund Balance  $        1,469,432 

As noted above, and in the case of the Willows, there may be “strings” attached, i.e. the funding is not 
entirely unencumbered.  A case in point is the $500,000 of “banked” port RCCF funding which was to be 
used to supplement a federal EDA grant application for infrastructure at the Willows site for the culinary 
institute.  The port was not successful in its endeavors for the EDA grant, and the college is contemplating 



starting the institute on its land holdings in Pasco.  Thus, it appears that the $500,000 earmarked for the 
Willows is no longer necessary or appropriate for that specific use (i.e. a culinary institute).  Whether to 
reprogram this funding and where, is a policy decision resting with the commission.  Additionally, it may 
be appropriate to discuss re-allocating the Willows funding in collaboration with the City of Kennewick, 
which was to be the port’s partner in the culinary endeavor.  It is possible that the city would not object to 
the port ”reprogramming” this $500,000 if it were to be used on a project located in Kennewick (for example 
the hangar remodel).  And, it may be appropriate to ask the city if it would consent to contributing its 
$500,000 match (from the Willows project) to the new port project.  

Second, any Racetrack funding is contingent on the county approving the funding transfer as part of a 
project-specific application.  In general, the county is willing to transfer this funding from West Richland 
to the port, but reserves the right to approve the transfer when the transfer request is made as a part of an 
accompanying approved project.  Since this funding isn’t in the Port’s RCCF fund balance yet, this was not 
included in the above referenced spreadsheet.  For reference, the remaining amount to be paid to the Port 
by the City of West Richland is $1,316,000.   

Thus, if the port’s RCCF funding of approximately $1,470,000 was added to the Racetrack funding of 
approximately $1,315,000 then the port could conclude it has (or will have) $2,785,000 in RCCF. 

Current Projects under Consideration: 
Vista Field Hangar Remodel.  This project would consist of remodeling one or more hangars to create 
vibrancy for Vista Field, as strongly recommended by DPZ.   This project is detailed in a report produced 
on the port’s behalf by Strategic Construction Services which will be presented to the commission at the 
next commission meeting.   

Briefly, the hangar project would include remodeling one of the hangars to create space to serve as a Port 
of Kennewick real estate office, a small satellite office for maintenance crew, and a very small police mini-
station.  One or two of the other hangars could be repurposed into several small shops in a mini-merchants 
market (or “Market of Many Shops” as called out in the Pattern Language document produced by Professor 
Black) or as a small restaurant or two (or other types of vibrancy-producing uses).   

Preliminary cost estimates indicate that remodel costs would exceed the currently available RCCF fund 
balance.  Therefore, should the commission choose to pursue the hangar project, additional non-RCCF 
funds would be necessary for completion.  The hangar report includes a potential funding scenario for the 
hangars, including non-RCCF funds.  Additionally the commission could allocate a line item for additional 
funding in the upcoming 2021-22 Budget.   

Beyond the hangar remodel, staff has not produced a list of other potential current project possibilities.  It 
seems that the commission has indicated a moderate to strong desire to focus on the hangar project, based 
in part, on the strong recommendation of DPZ for the port to create vibrancy at the port’s southern gateway 
to its New Urbanism project at Vista Field.  Should the commission desire staff to identify other 
possibilities, staff would be happy to do so.  Any identification of an alternate project might best be 
considered as outside the scope of this report; and may best be accomplished through the upcoming budget 
and work plan process (which includes public participation). 

Future RCCF Funding: 
The port accrues funding at the rate of approximately $480,000 annually.  However, the actual amount of 
funding varies based on accrual into the county account, which is variable due to it being based on sales tax 
receipts (which are variable as well). The end date for accumulations into the fund is June 30, 2023.  Thus, 



if the port were to accrue funds at $480,000 annually for the remaining life of the overall fund (3 more 
years), the port would have funding of approximately $1,440,000 for capital projects.  This $1,440,000 
would be in addition to the various sources of current funding identified above. 

Future Projects: 
Rather than staff suggesting a list of potential projects, I have tasked White Bluffs consulting (Ben Floyd) 
with visiting with our development partners to produce a list of projects for commission consideration.  At 
this point I do not think the objective for staff is to determine the outcome (i.e. produce a detailed list of 
projects) but rather identify a process by which the commission would make the ultimate determination of 
which future projects to potentially pursue.  A good start may be to review the list of projects identified by 
jurisdictional partners; review any ideas produced by the waterfront master planning process, etc.  Thus, 
the focus of this memo will be to “sign off” once the jurisdictional partner list is assembled.  The next 
chapter, should the commission desire, could be to embark on a more formalized process to identify the two 
or three future projects for further scrutiny.  Since any future project relies on the accumulation of future 
RCCF funding, there may not be a need to rush to the finish line on this aspect of the RCCF paradigm.  As 
mentioned above, should the commission wish an additional process for identifying future projects, it is 
beyond the scope of this memo and may best be handled through a more detailed process which includes 
public participation.  Please see the White Bluffs memo (Exhibit B) attached. 

II. OPPORTUNITY ZONE ANALYSIS

Opportunity Zone Analysis and Potential for Opportunities/Implementation.  The commission 
requested that the CEO provide information related to the potential for Opportunity Zone investment.  The 
port CFO has contracted with the Blodgett, Mickelsen and Adamson CPA firm to provide insight into these 
possibilities.  Following is a brief discussion related to O-Zones.  This CPA report (Exhibit C) is attached 
for commission review.  In short, the CPA report indicates: 

 The benefit of an opportunity zone is the deferral of capital gains tax for an investor.  It has many
similarities to a 1031 tax deferred exchange.

 Typically, an investor who purchases a building in an opportunity zone would be required to
invest as much capital into the building as they purchased it for.  As an example, if you purchased
a building for $500k, the investor would be required to invest an additional $500k into the
building within 2.5 years.  However, since the Port’s hangar buildings have been vacant for a
period of time they qualify for an exemption.  This effectively makes the buildings more valuable
for an investor because they don’t need to invest as much money into the building.

 This also creates a situation that is less than ideal for the Port because an investor would have no
incentive to make improvements to the hangar buildings.  As an example, they could use it as
temporary storage or a place to store vehicles.

 Selling vacant land at Vista Field is probably a better situation for the Port, because it will require
an investor to make improvements in order to qualify for the tax incentive.

 The best way for an investor to use the incentive is to purchase the hangars.  There is less
incentive to lease.

Conclusion 
Presently the port has up to $1,469,432 of RCCF funding available for current use, subject to some 
conditions.  If the Racetrack funding of approximately $1,315,000 is added to that, then the port could 
conclude it has (or will have) $2,785,000 in RCCF for use on current projects or those in the near future. 
The commission has identified the Vista Hangar remodel project as a prime candidate for current RCCF 
funding.  A concurrent report (Strategic Construction Management) related to the remodel project has 



identified exciting uses for the hangars.  The report has also benchmarked potential construction costs and 
potential sources of funding. 

Future RCCF funding in the approximate amount of $1,440,000 is likely to accrue to the port over the 
remaining life of the program.  Other potential projects likely within budget have been identified via Ben 
Floyd in discussions with jurisdictional partners.  The commission could seek to identify other possibilities 
in the future.  Opportunity Zone legislation may not attract the type of investor to the hangars that the port 
desires, but the legislation likely could help land sales and subsequent development at Vista Field in general. 

Hopefully this memo outlines several paths forward for commission consideration. 



189205 E. 36th Avenue 
Kennewick, Washington  99339 

Phone 509.539.3366 
www.whitebluffsconsulting.com 

MEMORANDUM

To: Tim Arntzen Date: June 30, 2020 

From: Ben Floyd, White Bluffs Consulting Project: 33 

Cc: 

Re: Upcoming Rural County Capital Fund Projects – Findings from Cities and County 

Discussions 

The Port of Kennewick (Port) hired White Bluffs Consulting (WBC) to hold calls with 

representatives from the Cities of Benton City, Kennewick, Richland and West Richland, 

and Benton County on potential upcoming Rural County Capital Fund (RCCF) projects that 

could be partnering opportunities with the Port.  The findings from these communications 

are summarized in this memorandum.  

Benton City 

Communication with Mayor Linda Lehman on June 16 

• The City has a master planning project they are trying to get funded for the DNR land

south of and adjacent to Interstate 82, which is within the Port District.  They desire

to have this area be a higher end commercial and hotel area to serve Red Mountain

wineries visitors.  She has a RCCF grant request in for $260,000 to Benton County to

conduct this master planning, but not has not yet heard whether this request has been

approved.  The City does not have any RCCF capital projects identified at this time

but expects there may be some that result from the master planning effort.

• Down the road she would like the Port to consider being a contributing partner in

purchasing the railroad bridge that crosses the Yakima on the eastern edge of the City

but no specific financing plan is in place for that acquisition.  The plan is to turn that

bridge into a bike path and pedestrian bridge and link it into the regional trails

network.
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Benton County 

Communication with Adam Fyall on June 25 

• Benton County does not have any projects specifically earmarked for their RCCF

funding at this time, nor do they have partnerships they are seeking to establish for

specific projects.  They do have two projects that could have potential for partnership

but the project development for these is moving slowly:

o Belmont Road (West Richland area) – This would involve extension of the

road and utilities preparations in the commercially-zone area.

o Adair Road (south of Kennewick) – This is in the area that Kennewick is

trying to bring into their UGA as industrial lands.  The County is working

with the current owner on a plan for the area and may assist with road

improvements to facilitate freeway interchange commercial/industrial uses.

• The County is open to partnerships on economic development projects where there

are identified needs, opportunities to leverage other funding sources and mutual

benefits.

• The County views the Port as a valued economic development partner.  The Port in

many ways has set the standard for RCCF projects and grant applications in the

County.

Kennewick  

Communication with Marie Mosley and Evelyn Lusignan on June 25 

• Projects to partner on:

o Connecting waterfront to Downtown Kennewick and Washington Street

“Complete Street” grant

▪ Find a way to get people using the Columbia River trail into

Downtown and Clover Island, and make Washington more bikable and

walkable

▪ Partner with Port, City and Downtown Association

▪ Phased project is fine

o Columbia Gardens – continue to invest and make this area vibrant

▪ CBC Culinary Arts partnership – keep working to make it happen

▪ Boutique food shops to get people to stay in the area
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▪ Work on completing the trail around Duffy’s Pond by acquiring land

and constructing last section of trail area

▪ Plan for making progress on the Isaacson Trailer park, recognizing this

is a longer-term effort

o Vista Field

▪ Open to partnership ideas around infrastructure – see general point

provided below

• Due to significant amount of population and tax base that comes to the Port from

Kennewick portion of the Port District, the Kennewick City Council expects that

most of the RCCF funding Port receives should be invested in Kennewick.

• City is most comfortable investing in infrastructure, utilities and landscaping but not

in buildings; the Port should invest in buildings.  The City and Port can work

together to establish flexible project financing arrangements, while being mindful of

respective funding roles.

Richland 

Communication with Pete Rogalsky on June 22 

Timing for the call was very good, since the City recently completed the right-of-way 

acquisition with Tri-City Railroad across the two railways that will need to be crossed for the 

completion of Center Parkway between Gage and Tapteal Drive.   

• The City has budgeted around $1.2 million for property acquisition of 3 or 4 portions

of parcels plus one entire parcel, and are going to be approaching the County, both

Ports and City of Kennewick for contributions in the $100,000 range (from RCCF

funding accrued in the respective accounts most likely) to match the $700,000

- 800,000 of Richland RCCF funding accrued.

• Construction would be $1.5 million, and the City has $500,000 in WSDOT grant

funding plus will be seeking another $100,000 or so from each partner to support

construction in 2022 or 2023.

• Completing this project will open up/enhance the developability of the remaining

Tapteal Drive properties for commercial development.
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Port support for this north Center Parkway project could replace the prior partnership 

request by the City to the Port to contribute to the south Center Parkway project.    

West Richland 

Communication with Roscoe Slade on 6/23 

The City does not have any additional RCCF candidate projects planned at this time. 

• The current cooperative efforts being discussed with the Port for supporting a land

exchange along with the recent racetrack property sale have positioned the City

nicely for their current economic development efforts.

• There has been further delay in the Alexanders/City property swap as they are doing

some due diligence on geo-tech on Alexanders’ property due to high groundwater

levels.  Accordingly, the City is asking to hold until August on all activities related to

the cooperative approach outlined earlier this spring around approval of land swap

and water right transfers to get the issues they are working through with Alexanders’

property resolved or a revised swap agreement crafted.
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Memorandum 

To: Tim Arntzen, Executive Director 

From: Larry Peterson 

Date: July 14, 2020  

Re: Major Project Timeline/Sequence – 2020 Detailed & 2020/2021 Summary 

Due to the complexity of the Vista Field redevelopment project, coupled with other projects the 
Port is simultaneously pursuing, a 2020 timeline or task sequence chart was prepared and 
presented in February 2020.  Within weeks of creating the original task timeline COVID-19 
was declared to be a worldwide pandemic which overnight changed how, when and where 
people interact.  The Port has adapted to this situation and has managed to keep both the major 
and minor projects moving forward; however COVID-19 has negatively affected all Port activities 
to a degree.  

2020 DETAILED TIMELINE 
The timeline identifies tasks for each of the remaining Commission Meetings in 2020 and when 
Commission discussion (x) and Commission action (XX) could/would need to occur.  This list 
was primarily crafted to aid sequencing of these tasks and identify which could occur in parallel 
and which must precede other tasks.   

2020 & 2021 SUMMARY TIMELINE 
The summary timeline covers the next 18 months (2020 & 2021) and the four main areas/topics; 
Vista Field, Columbia Drive, Clover Island & District-wide matters.  Before the private sector can 
start building at Vista Field or Columbia Drive, numerous steps are involved. Port decisions, 
production & distribution of marketing materials, RFI issuance & review,  design review, building 
permit review, buyers due diligence period and then the closing process.  Based on all of those 
steps and under a best case scenario, the remainder of 2020 would be utilized to prepare for 
marketing in early 2021 with the remainder of 2021 involving collaboration with the private sector 
to finalize design and land sale transaction(s) for construction in 2022.   This task timeline will 
be impacted by many yet unknown factors, paramount of which would be the private 
sectors willingness and ability to venture into development projects during the uncertain 
economic times which lay ahead. 

TIMELINE QUALIFIERS/REMINDERS 
#1) Main purpose is identification of task sequencing and time periods are approximate 

{Commissioners have acknowledged and reinforced the approximate nature of the timelines}; 

#2)  Changes to the timeline are all but assured and when significant changes occur, these 
timelines will be updated and shared with the Commission and public {project evolution and 
estimating 6-18 months forward surely impacts this timeline}; 

#3) Function and status tracking supersede format of the 2020 Detailed Timeline {this is a 
working document to help keep all on track}. 

EXHIBIT D



Updated: 7/9/2020

x = Commission action (discussion & general direction)

XX = Commission Decision …. (likely via Resolution) Month

Commission Meeting 14th 28th 11th 25th 8th 22nd 13th 27th 10th 24th 8th 22nd

Port Staff

Phase #1A Roads & Utilities Construction  Larry
x XX

Phase #1A Platting Larry
x

Phase #1A Project Management "Team" Amber & ALL
x x XX

*

Phase #1A Property Owner Association Larry & Amber
x x x XX

*

Phase #1A Use Considerations Larry & Amber
x x x XX

*

Phase #1A Architectural Considerations
x x x x XX

*

Phase #1A Property Pricing Amber & Larry
x x XX

*

Phase #1A Real Estate Commission Policy Amber & Nick
x x XX

*

Phase #1A Marketing Approach Amber & Tana
x x x XX

*

Phase #1A Amber & Tana
x x x

*

Phase #1B Hangar‐Policy Direction & Scope Tim
x XX

Phase #1B Budget Determinations Nick, Amber & 
Larry x x XX

Phase #1B Hangar Design Larry & Amber
x

Phase #2C Shipping Container Design Larry & Amber

Phase #2C Shipping Container Fabrication Larry & Amber

Phase #2 Property Owner Association/Covenants Amber & Larry
x x x XX

Phase #2 Architectural & Use Considerations Larry & Amber
x x XX

Phase #2 Property Pricing Amber 
x x XX

Phase #2 Real Estate Commission Policy Amber & Nick
x x XX

Phase #2 Amber & Tana

Master Plan Kennewick Waterfront Plan Tim & Larry
x x x x

1135 Project Design & Permit Tana

1135 Project Bidding & Construction Tana
XX

Planning 2‐Year Work Plan Larry
x x XX

Budget 2‐Year Budget Nick
x x XX

Planning Comp Scheme Update Larry

Policy Construction Marketing

VF TEAM: Port Staff; Amber‐Point of Contact/Project Manager, DPZ Miami & Protland, Cascadia, Parametrix, Hall Engineering, SCM, White Bluffs

DPZ Miami & Portland:  Elizabeth Plater Zyberk, Senen Antonio & Matt Lambert Parametrix: Sam Nielson, PE; Darren Sandeno, LA

Cascadia: Michael Mehaffy, Laurence Qamar  Hall Engineering & Associates: Gary Hall PE

White Bluffs Consulting: Ben Floyd, Doris Goldstien & Steve DiJulio

Strategic Construction Management (SCM): David Robison, CCM, LEED AP

"Other" Assistants: Appraisal Group SEWA: Nikki Griffith, MAI, CCIM

Rogers Survey Inc., P.S. (RSI): Dave Baalman, PSL, CFedS

Oneza and Associates (Oneza: Ferdouse Oneza, AICP

Makers  Architecture & Urban Design, LLP (Makers): Julie Bassuk, AICP

PORT of KENNEWICK ‐ 2020 TIMELINES ‐ MAJOR PROJECTS            

(Design, Construction; Market, Lease or Sell & Policy Issues)

"Best Guess" however COVID‐19 impacts are 

unknown

"Best Guess" however COVID‐19 impacts are unknown
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Parametrix, Hall, 
SCM

Parametrix, Hall, 
RSI

VF Team

Doris Goldstein & 
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July August

Marketing Materials (Project Folio, Collaborative Design, Builders Bible, Website) VF Team

September October November

SCM

SCM



Updated: 7/9/2020

Phase #1A INFRASTRUCTURE Construction & Platting

Phase #1A POLICY DECISSIONS Policy Decisions (Use, Design, Pricing)

Phase #1A MARKETING Marketing Preparation & RFP Process (Issued &  Responses)

Phase #1A PRIVATE SECTOR RFP Responses, Collaborative Design, PSA, Closing, Construction

Phase #1 B HANGAR REMODEL Use Determination, Budget, Design, Construction

POLICY DECISSIONS Policy Decisions (Use, Design, Pricing)

MARKETING Marketing Preparation & Continuation

PRIVATE SECTOR RFP Responses, Collaborative Design, PSA, Closing, Construction

MASTER PLANNING Kennewick Waterfront Plan Master Planning Process

SHORELINE U.S.A.C.E. 1135 Program Shoreline Restoration

PLANNING 2021/2022 Year Work Plan

BUDGET 2021/2022 Budget

PLANNING Comprehensive Scheme Update

Planning & Mechanics RFP

NOTES:

RFI Period Marketing

RFI Period Collaborative Design, PSA, Due Diligence, Permitting

Construction (estimate only

"Best Guess" 

however COVID‐

19 impacts are 

unknown

Work Plan 
Adopted

Budget Adopted

Updated Comp Scheme

of tasks, therefore all times are approximate and should be considered as such

scenario dependent upon thorough responses from private sector and timely review by Port 

Team and permitting agencies

dependent upon United State Army Corps of Engineers controlled schedule and federal fiscally year 

budget allocations

Collaborative Design, PSA, Due Diligence, Permitting

Construction Begins

"Best Guess" however COVID‐19 impacts are unknown
PORT of KENNEWICK ‐ 2020/2021 TIMELINES (MAJOR PROJECTS Design, Construction; Market, Lease or Sell & Policy Issues)

Construction  &Platting Completed

ALL Policy Decisions Finalized

Biddable Documents, Permitting, Bid process & Award
Policy Decisions 

Finalized

20212020

Hangar reconstruction sequence is dependent upon COMMISSION'S ultimate decisions to pursue and fund the project

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Marketing Materials Created, Refined & Prepared

RFI Period Marketing
Marketing Materials 

Prepared

RFI Period

Clover Island 1135 shoreline enhamcement project is SOLELY

Main purposes of this timeline is to show the SEQUENCE

Private Sector Construction timeline estimates are  BEST CASE
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3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

ALL Policy Decisions Finalized

USACE Design & Bid
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